Human islet amyloid polypeptide (hIAPP) is a cytotoxic protein that aggregates into oligomers and fibrils that kill pancreatic β-cells. Here we analyze hIAPP aggregation in vitro, measured via thioflavin-T fluorescence. We use mass-action kinetics and scaling analysis to reconstruct the aggregation pathway, and find that the initiation step requires four hIAPP monomers. After this step, monomers join the nucleus in pairs, until the first stable nucleus (of size approximately 20 monomers) is formed. This nucleus then elongates by successive addition of single monomers. We find that the best-fit of our data is achieved when we include a secondary fibril-dependent nucleation pathway in the reaction scheme. We predict how interventions that change rates of fibril elongation or nucleation rates affect the accumulation of potentially cytotoxic oligomer species. Our results demonstrate the power of scaling analysis in reverse engineering biochemical aggregation pathways. S Online supplementary data available from stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/8/066009/mmedia
Introduction
A number of degenerative diseases are associated with abnormal aggregation of protein or peptide to form fibers, plaques or other deposits. These disorders include Alzheimer's disease (AD), Parkinson's disease, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) and Huntington's disease. In some cases, misfolded or defective protein may aggregate into fibrillar deposits associated with cytotoxicity (Kayed et al 2003, Hall and Edskes 2004) . Amyloid, the term commonly applied to such proteins, has been studied in vivo and in vitro in an effort to understand the pathways that lead to fibrillization. In vitro studies commonly follow the time course of aggregation using optical methods such as turbidity measurements or changes in fluorescence of protein solutions. In this paper, we consider a protein associated with type 2 diabetes.
Type 2 diabetes is a chronic metabolic disease that affects over 200 million persons worldwide. It is characterized by impairments in both the action of insulin on peripheral tissue and its secretion from the pancreatic islet β cell. Islet insulin production steadily declines as the disease progresses and many patients with this disease require exogenous insulin to maintain blood glucose control. A number of factors may contribute to β cell failure in type 2 diabetes, including the combined cytotoxic effects of elevated glucose and lipids, endoplasmic reticulum stress, the action of pro-inflammatory cytokines and islet amyloid (Donath et al 2005) . Amyloid deposits have been demonstrated in pancreatic islets of up to 90% of type 2 diabetic patients at autopsy.
Islet amyloid polypeptide (hIAPP or amylin) is produced by pancreatic β-cells and co-secreted with insulin (Hartter et al 1991 , Kautzky-Willer et al 1994 , Charge et al 1995 , Kautzky-Willer et al 1997 in response to glucose and other secretagogues. Although the physiological role of hIAPP is not well defined, hIAPP is thought to suppress appetite and gastric emptying and to play a role in bone metabolism.
Under pathological conditions, namely insulinomas and type 2 diabetes, IAPP may misfold and aggregate into insoluble amyloid plaques. Human IAPP has a natural propensity to aggregate into amyloid fibrils, whereas rodent forms of the peptide are soluble and not toxic. IAPP-derived aggregates are cytotoxic and induce apoptosis of transformed β cells and islet cells from human islets or human IAPP expressing transgenic mice (Padrick and Miranker 2002, Hull et al 2004) . hIAPP fibril cytotoxicity has been inferred from widespread observation of hIAPP fibrils in autopsies of people with type 2 diabetes, and in studies where synthetic hIAPP was applied to β-cell cultures (Marzban et al 2006 , Porat et al 2003 . However, recent studies question the conclusion that mature amyloid fibrils are toxic, and suggest that early stages of fibril development (Hull et al 2004 , Porat et al 2003 or a distinct pathway of oligomer formation (Powers and Powers 2008) cause toxicity.
Details of the steps involved in fibril formation for hIAPP are still largely unknown, despite recent efforts (Padrick and Miranker 2002 , Porat et al 2003 , Tanaka et al 2006 , Lee et al 2007 , Ruschak and Miranker 2007 , Powers and Powers 2008 . It is important to identify those steps in order to have a clear understanding of the mechanism and to design targeted therapies. In particular, treatments designed to decrease (or increase) fibrillization could increase (or decrease) pathogenic exposure to oligomers, depending on details of the pathway. Once the pathway is identified, simple model predictions could clarify which interventions are likely to be beneficial (reducing exposure to the toxic species) and which are likely to be harmful.
Aggregation pathways for hIAPP have been studied experimentally and theoretically in several recent works. Ruschak et al used light scattering to detect soluble monomer levels and showed that monomers are consumed in the production of oligomers and fibrils (Ruschak and Miranker 2007) . Using modeling, they were able to quantify the fibril elongation rate and suggest that nuclei form and elongate, without giving details of the pathway. Lee et al proposed a three-stage model of amyloid fibril formation, including monomer assembly into unstable nuclei, and formation and growth of fibrils by addition of monomers or oligomers of any size (Lee et al 2007) . Powers and Powers proposed a similar model in which oligomers and fibrils grow by adding single monomers (Powers and Powers 2008) . They proposed a side ('off-pathway') reaction that diverts oligomers into other forms of aggregates, in competition with fibrilization. Both Ruschak et al and Powers and Powers argued that such off-pathway kinetics are insignificant in hIAPP fibrillization.
While the above studies have contributed to an emerging concept of hIAPP aggregation, none has as yet confirmed or validated a given hypothetical pathway structure. Here we combine in vitro polymerization data with simple scaling arguments to reconstruct the hIAPP fibrillization pathway. We closely follow the method presented by Flyvbjerg et al (1996) in a study of tubulin polymerization. Based on our scaling analysis, we are able to dismiss the role of off-pathway kinetics and infer details of the process including the number of monomers needed to form a stable nucleus, and the number of monomers that are added at each subsequent elongation step. After validation, the model is used to predict effects of interventions that change rate constants, and to determine which treatments are likely to reduce toxic species.
hIAPP is just one of many aggregating proteins with physiological and clinical implications. The kinetics of such proteins is of universal interest, and common features have been recently described (Knowles et al 2009) . In that paper, the focus is on how common features of such oligomer-driven self-assembly result in scaling laws and common dynamical features. In our paper, we exploit such scaling laws to decipher the details of the underlying chemical mechanism.
Definitions
In the literature, amyloid aggregates of various sizes are known by various names (e.g. oligomers, nuclei, protofilaments, fibrils, etc). In this paper, we define the following terminology. An oligomer is a very small aggregate of hIAPP that is smaller than a stable nucleus, which is the smallest aggregate that is detectable by our experimental protocol. Nuclei then grow to form fibrils. We do not use the term protofilament. Caution should be exercised when reading other papers in this area as these terms are not always clearly defined (e.g. see Zraika et al (2010) for a longer discussion of identification of oligomeric species).
Materials and methods

Protein preparation
One milligram hIAPP powder (Bachem, Torrance, CA) was dissolved in 1 mL hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP). Solubilized 100 µL aliquots were frozen (−20
• C for 2 h, then −80 • C overnight) and lyophilized as previously described (Park and Verchere 2001) .
Fluorescence
Fluorescence shift associated with the binding of thioflavin T (Th-T) to amyloid fibrils, but not to monomers, or oligomers (LeVine 1999) was observed to label hIAPP in fibril over time for concentrations of monomers (20, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85 and 100 µM) . Aliquots of hIAPP were dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and filtered buffer, pH 7.4, in 500 µL 96-well plates with 4 µL Th-T, to the desired concentration of hIAPP. The buffer we used was 10 mM TrisHCl, 100 mM NaCl and 0.1% Triton X-100 (Park and Verchere 2001) . We assume that following HFIP solubilization and subsequent lyophilization, the peptide is in a monomeric state upon re-solubilization in the buffer. Rat IAPP (which does not form fibrils) and blanks (DMSO, Th-T and buffer) were used as controls. The final concentration of DMSO was 10% and of Th-T was 10 µM. Measurements were taken over a 20 h period using a Fluoroskan Ascent fluorometer (Thermosystems). As a minimum, each experiment was performed in triplicate and on three separate occasions. 
Fibril elongation assay
hIAPP (50 µM) was allowed to polymerize over 3 h. The mature reaction was vortexed (30 s) and the hIAPP monomer at 25, 35, 50 and 100 µM was added and monitored using a Th-T assay. The first 600 s of the elongation kinetics were analyzed, assuming a constant number of fibril ends.
Results
Nucleation-dependent polymerization model
The nucleation-dependent polymerization model (NDP) is a basic model for a self-assembling polymer. Monomers are assumed to associate and dissociate on a rapid timescale, equilibrating with short-lived oligomer species. Stable nuclei are then formed on a slower time scale by aggregation of oligomers and these nuclei then elongate to form polymers. Such models with rate limiting nucleation have been used to describe actin (Pantaloni et al 1985) and microtubule (Flyvbjerg et al 1996 , Bonfils et al 2007 polymerization and generate sigmoidal plots of polymer mass versus time in simulated aggregation assays. Variants of the NDP model include side reactions (off-pathway reactions, above) that can compete with the main fibril formation pathway to produce other terminal aggregates. Figure 1 (a) shows an NDP aggregation pathway consistent with reactions suggested for hIAPP aggregation. Following Flyvbjerg et al (1996) , we model the IAPP monomer concentration c(t), number concentration of the ith oligomer p i (t), the number concentration of nuclei ν(t) and the monomer mass in fibrils M(t) (excluding oligomers and nuclei). Definitions of variables and model parameters are given in table 1.
We assume that A(t), the measured fluorescence, represents M(t) (with no time lag due to delays in Th-T binding) and that all mass is initially in monomer form, c(0) = c 0 . These assumptions, together with the scheme shown in figure 1(a) and simple mass-action kinetics, result in the following system of differential equations for nucleated polymerization:
Our notation here is that the parameters f i are on-rates, b i are off-rates and d i are disintegration rates. Here, f 0 c n 0 represents the rate of formation of the first oligomer, represented by p 1 , from the association of n 0 monomers. The formation of the ith oligomer from the i −1 oligomer occurs by the addition of n i−1 monomers to the p i−1 species. Furthermore, oligomers (p i ) may be lost by the complete disintegration of the ith oligomer into monomers via the term d i p i . Stable nuclei ν form by binding of n k monomers to the p k oligomeric species, the largest oligomer allowed in the model. The mass of fibrils M then grows by the addition of n k+1 monomers to these nuclei, until monomers are used up. As the last monomers are sequestered into polymers, they leave behind oligomeric species.
Rescaled hIAPP polymerization follows a universal sigmoidal time course
We used the Thioflavin T (Th-T) assay to quantify hIAPP polymerization. Th-T is a benzothiazole dye that exhibits a spectral shift when it binds to hIAPP fibrils but not monomers (LeVine 1999) . This specificity makes Th-T useful as a measure of fibrillar hIAPP. While the exact nature of the fibril-Th-T complex is not known, the relative fluorescence intensity correlates well with the degree of aggregation (Ionescu-Zanetti et al 1999) . A sequence of 14 initial monomer concentrations were used, as described in section 2. Six sample curves are shown in figure 2(a) ; all data are summarized in supplementary figure 1 available at stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/8/066009/mmedia.
The data were rescaled by the final fluorescence A ∞ and the half-time t 50 . The rescaled data are plotted in figure 2(b) and is observed to collapse onto a single universal curve. A log-log plot of t 50 versus A ∞ (figure 2(b), inset)) is well fit by the power law relationship
This numerical value agrees with previously published findings (Ruschak and Miranker 2007) . Re-plotting the kinetic profiles on non-dimensional axes in this way (figure 2(b)) and obtaining universal behavior is the first step of our analysis. Crucially, it shows that the rescaled fluorescence is a simple sigmoidal function of the rescaled time, and this behavior is independent of the monomer concentration. This means that any mathematical model describing the kinetics, when rescaled in the same way, must also be independent of the initial monomer concentration. In the next section, we apply this requirement to the NDP model described previously.
Rescaling analysis
Since the kinetic profiles of hIAPP fibril formation follow a universal sigmoidal curve across initial monomer concentrations, we scale the model equations to eliminate any dependence on c 0 (Flyvbjerg et al 1996) . Any model term left which explicitly contains c 0 after the scaling must be set to zero for consistency with the observed data scaling of figure 2(b).
We define dimensionless variables as follows:
where the scales X and t 0 are to be determined. After a little algebra, the first three governing equations become dp 1 dt
We now apply the following two conditions that arise from the data rescaling.
• The dynamics described by these rescaled equations must be independent of c 0 . This is exactly equivalent to requiring that all the curves in figure 2(b) are superimposed.
• The rescaled data follow t 0 ∝ c −γ 0 (figure 2(b), inset) so we can rewrite t 0 = λ/c γ 0 where λ is a dimensional constant. In order for the first coefficient in (7) to be independent of c 0 , we must choose c n 0 0 = Xc γ 0 . We make this choice since X may also carry a dependence on c 0 , and this allows us to take care of that possibility as well. For the next coefficient in (7), we must choose n 1 = γ to make this term independent of c 0 . Because there is no choice of parameters that can eliminate c 0 from the last terms in (7), i.e. from t 0 in t 0 (b 2p2 − d 1p1 ), we conclude that for the scaling to work, we must assign b 2 ≈ 0, d 1 ≈ 0. This implies that depolymerization and backward reactions have a negligible effect on the population dynamics of oligomer species. This conclusion is imposed by the two conditions highlighted above.
With these assignments, (7) becomes dp 1 dt Rescaling each data curve by its maximum fluorescence (A ∞ ) and time to 50% of maximum (t 50 ) collapses the data. All 14 data sets are shown as dots. The dashed line indicates the best fit to the rescaled data using the basic nucleation-dependent polymerization (NDP) model; the solid line indicates the best fit using the NDP model with an off-pathway branch. Inset: log-log plot of t 50 versus A ∞ for all data sets with the best-fit line y = −2.06x − 0.14.
Following the same procedure for (8), we must choose n i−1 = γ and n i = γ and again enforce b i = 0, b i+1 = 0, d i = 0 for the scaling to work. We now consider the nuclei equation. Using t 0 = λc
The coefficient in braces is independent of c 0 provided n k = n 1 = γ . Finally, substituting M = c 0M into (4) leads to
To make this independent of c 0 , we must pick X = c γ 0 . Then, from (1) we have that implying that n 0 = 2γ and the final dimensionless equations are dp 1 dt
where the hats are now dropped and we have absorbed λ into the parameters f 0 , f k , etc. We have found that 2γ monomers have to come together to form the first oligomer (p 1 ). We have also determined that n 1 = n 2 = . . . = n k = γ . Thus, at each step, γ monomers have to be added to form the next oligomer (p 2 , p 3 , etc). After k such steps, the nucleus is formed (ν). The size of the nucleus is then n = n 0 + n 1 + n 2 + · · · n k = 2γ + kγ = γ (k + 2). (18) To summarize, the requirements that we have determined in this section are imposed by the experimental observations and have the following important consequences.
• Neither the off-rates (b i ) nor the disintegration rates (d i ) are relevant to the kinetics and there is no significant flux of monomers into or out of the various oligomer species via these processes, on the timescale of a few hours.
• The size of the first oligomer is n 0 = 2γ = 4 monomers.
• n i = 2 for 2 i k. Thus, at each step, two monomers have to be added to form the next oligomer.
• The size of the complete nucleus is N = k i=1 n i = γ (k + 2). Notably, the final system of equations (14)- (17) is a lot simpler than the full NDP model (1)-(4). The simplicity of the final system indicates that the rescaling properties of the data impose strong constraints on the possible kinetics.
Early-time behavior allows us to estimate the number of oligomeric species
Close to t = 0, nonlinear terms are small and a good approximation to the model kinetics follows from dp 1 dt
Successively solving these approximate equations leads to M(t) ∝ t k+2 . Note that this result is derived from the scaling law and is independent of γ . In order to estimate k for hIAPP, we plotted log(A(t)) versus log(t) for each of the 14 data sets, and fit a line to the points between 5% and 30% of the asymptotic fluorescence, omitting three experiments with less than four data points in this range. The lower bound of 5% reduces the impact of noise at low fluorescence levels. The values of k obtained by this procedure ranged from 6.3 to 10.4 with a mean of 8.1 (supplementary table 1 available at stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/8/066009/mmedia). We therefore estimate that there are k = 8 oligomeric species.
Together with the scaling analysis summarized above, this implies that the first stable nucleus size is N = (k + 2)γ = 20. Four monomers combine to form the first oligomer, after which pairs of monomers are added until a stable nucleus of 20 monomers is formed. This is in general agreement with previously reported estimates of 25-500 monomers (Janson et al 1999) , 20-40 monomers (Anguiano et al 2002) and > 16 monomers (Green et al 2004) . 
Fibrillar growth rate measured using an elongation assay
To study the growth of mature fibrils, we performed a fibril elongation assay (see section 2). Different concentrations of hIAPP monomers were added to existing polymer solutions, and monitored using the thioflavin-T assay for 10 min. This is shown in figure 3(a) . Assays carried out by Ruschak et al using light scattering reveal that the soluble monomer concentration approaches 0 as fibril formation plateaus (Ruschak and Miranker 2007) . Assuming that the polymer mass is concentrated in monomers and fibrils, i.e. making the approximation that c 0 = c(t)+M(t) we can conclude that in the elongation assay,
where F are the (presumed fixed) number of fibril ends and n k+1 are the number of monomers added per step to a growing fibril. Thus,
A log-log plot of dA/dt (estimated from a best-fit line to the elongation rate) versus the monomer concentration c 0 has a slope of 1.18, indicating that elongation of fibrils is most likely due to the addition of a single monomer at a time, or in our notation, n k+1 = 1 ( figure 3(b) ).
Oligomer mass is negligible in our assay at all times
We have assumed that the masses of oligomers and nuclei are very small at all times, i.e. that mass is concentrated in monomers and fibrils. This assumption allowed us to relate experimental fluorescence A(t) to initial monomer concentration c 0 (0). We checked the self-consistency of this assumption using predicted oligomer populations and observed fibril levels. To do so, we computed c(t) = k i=0 n i ν + M from the model, scaled both c(t) and M to the same relative units and compared c(t)/c 0 , A(t)/A ∞ , and their sum. This calculation based on our model supports the assumption that oligomer masses are very small. Figure 3 of Ruschak and Miranker (2007) also supports this assumption, i.e. it demonstrates that to a good approximation, the declining monomer concentration is converted rapidly into an increase in the fibril mass. Thus, we are able to work in the scaled variable c(t)/c 0 and we are justified in assuming that M(t)/M ∞ = 1 − c(t)/c 0 .
Pathway identification
We performed parameter fitting of the basic NDP model to the observed rescaled data. However, we found a systematic error in such fits: the best-fit NDP model has a smaller lag time and a shallower rise to the plateau A(t) than do the data (this fit is shown as a dashed line in figure 2(b) ). Though the NDP model scales appropriately to the data, it fails to accurately describe the formation of hIAPP fibrils.
To address this systematic error, we considered later events in fibril formation. Previously proposed in the literature is a secondary reaction branch: namely, that as fibrils form, a secondary fibril-dependent nucleation occurs by addition of a single monomer to the largest oligomer species. These secondary nuclei form fibrils by unit addition. Based on our elongation assay, we expect that all fibrils grow by single monomer addition. The equations are then as follows, where j is some species that supports the branched pathway:
Observe the new term δf k c (γ −1) p k M in equation (27), representing generation of additional growth sites on existing aggregates. We then performed parameter fitting for the modified model. The data are not sufficiently precise to accurately estimate every parameter in the model, and in particular to distinguish between individual polymerization steps. Therefore, to obtain reliable parameter estimates, we simplified our model by assuming equal values of f i for 1 i k. The free parameters in the fits were 
NDP model with an off-pathway branch f 0 5.4 µM
, f k+1 and δ. The solid line in figure 2(b) indicates that the extended model describes the scaled data a little better than the basic NDP model (dashed line). Dimensional parameter estimates for both models are reported in table 2. Based on the combined scaling and fitting, and the reasoning above, we identify the final pathway as NDP, modified by a secondary fibril-dependent nucleation. A diagram showing this pathway is given in figure 1(b) . The parameter δ controls the rate of this branch, but we cannot comment on possible physical mechanisms for this pathway based only on our kinetic data. We further remark that this pathway is not required to capture the essential features of our data (see figure 2(b) ).
Interventions
With model and fitted parameters in hand, we can predict the outcomes of interventions. Recall that reducing the exposure to oligomers is one goal of drug targets. We first asked about the effect of altering fibril elongation rates, f k+1 , on the various species. We ran the default model as control, and then repeated the simulation for higher and lower values of this parameter. Results shown in figure 4(a) indicate that an increased rate leads to a decrease in the total number of fibrils and in total oligomer levels. Thus, according to our model, accelerating fibril elongation leads to fewer fibrils, increases their mean length, and lowers oligomer level, implying lower cytotoxicity (if oligomers are the toxic species). By contrast, decreasing the fibril elongation rate leads to increased oligomer concentration and more short fibrils. We next investigated treatments that affect rates of formation of nuclei, f k . We similarly compared the default model to simulations in which these parameters were increased and decreased.
Results are shown in figure 4(b). We found that accelerating nucleation increases the total number of fibrils (which then have shorter lengths) and simultaneously increases oligomer levels. Conversely, retarding the nucleation rates decreases the numbers of fibers (increases their length) and decreases the level of oligomers. Increasing the nucleation rate leads to many short fibrils and also increases oligomer levels. In both panels: low indicates 0.3 times fit value; high is 3 times fit value.
Conclusions and outlook
In this study, we used in vitro polymerization data, mass action kinetic models and scaling arguments to analyze the pathway of hIAPP nucleation and fibrilization. The final pathway we propose, shown in figure 1, is a nucleation-dependent polymerization with a secondary branch of nucleation by fibrils. This agrees with previous work on this system (Ruschak and Miranker 2007) . We were able to estimate the nucleus size (20 monomers, in general agreement with previous estimates (Janson et al 1999 , Anguiano et al 2002 , Green et al 2004 ). We find that after a nucleus is formed, aggregate growth occurs by monomer addition. Our analysis shows that aggregation in this assay is essentially a one-way process with negligible impact of monomer unbinding or nucleus disintegration. We checked whether other models of amyloid aggregation could fit our data. In particular, we looked at the three-stage kinetic model of amyloid fibrillization due to Lee et al (2007) , and the NDP model with an off-pathway branch due to Powers and Powers (2008) , along with generic variations thereof. Detailed analysis is given in the supplementary material available at stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/8/066009/mmedia. The model of Lee et al (2007) assumes that nuclei form as individual monomers and join a growing nucleus (γ = 1). That model is therefore incompatible with our experimental data. The model is nonetheless interesting, as it proposes that fibrils can elongate via the addition of any oligomer. We found that after systematic scaling and application of our experimental observations, the model of Lee et al reduces to our generic NDP model. Powers and Powers (2008) proposed a model for nucleated polymerization with a competing off-pathway aggregation that sequesters monomers away from the main fibril pathway. However, if aggregates other than on-pathway oligomers exist, the time scale of their formation is likely faster than fibril formation time (due to the 'bottleneck' of nucleus formation). This could mean that aggregate populations are in quasisteady-state with monomers (implying that for our system, the data will not collapse to a single universal curve across initial monomer concentrations). An alternative explanation is that reverse reaction rates in the off-pathway kinetics are trivially small. At the same time, scaling necessitates that aggregate sizes be identical to oligomer sizes (measured in monomer subunits). Altogether, this means that inclusion of off-pathway kinetics in the model will only alter effective rates at the data-fitting stage and will not give insights into the structure of the aggregation pathways. For this reason, we did not find a compelling reason to assume off-pathway kinetics in our preferred reaction scheme for hIAPP.
In summary, using our full model, we were able to quantify populations of potentially cytotoxic oligomer species. We used the model to explore how manipulating rate constants artificially (e.g. by chemical agents or drugs) could help to decrease the exposure to a given species (Feng et al 2009) . This has potential implications for therapeutic measures. The model allows for further exploration of interventions and may be useful for addressing treatments that alleviate symptoms of type 2 diabetes, and preserve β-cell health.
Prevention of IAPP aggregation and toxicity has therapeutic potential in preventing the decline of beta-cell function in type 2 diabetes. However, given increasing evidence that smaller oligomeric aggregates of IAPP may be the most toxic form of the aggregated peptide, it is critical that any inhibitor of islet amyloid formation acts at a point in the aggregation pathway that will prevent formation of toxic species. Models such as the present one that predicts that IAPP aggregation kinetics assess the potential for off-pathway formation of toxic species and predict the size of oligomeric species may have considerable value for in silico testing of drug candidates. To this end, our model predicts that if indeed the predicted ∼20 mer oligomer is the primary toxic species, any compound that prevents monomer-monomer interaction and aggregation would be predicted to prevent IAPP toxicity, whereas compounds that inhibit IAPP monomer addition to the existing oligomer may increase toxicity. The lack of any off-pathway revealed by our model may also be helpful in drug design.
Preliminary results from cell viability assays suggest an increase in cell toxicity as a function of initial monomer concentration, as well as time exposed to the fibril formation process. We were unable to resolve the toxic component of the system, but it appears that toxic effects are most noticeable at early stages. This observation, coupled with the observation that mature fibrils did not induce cytotoxicity in the absence of oligomers, supports the idea that the toxic component in hIAPP fibrillization is either the oligomers/aggregate populations or a result of maturing (but not mature) fibrils.
